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PT symmetry, namely, a combined parity and time-reversal symmetry can make non-unitary quantum walks
exhibit entirely real eigenenergy. However, it is known that the concept of PT symmetry can be generalized and
an arbitrary anti-unitary symmetry has a possibility to substitute PT symmetry. The aim of the present work is to
seek such non-unitary quantum walks with generalized PT symmetry by focusing on effects of spatially random
disorder which breaks PT symmetry. We numerically find non-unitary quantum walks whose quasi-energy is
entirely real despite PT symmetry is broken.
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1. Introduction

In the standard quantum mechanics, a Hamiltonian describing a physical system is demanded to possess Hermiticity,
which is a sufficient condition to have real eigenenergy. However, non-Hermitian Hamiltonians have been employed to
phenomenologically describe open systems in which there are amplification and/or dissipation of particles or energy,
namely, gain and/or loss resulting from interactions with the outer environment. In general, the non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian has complex eigenenergy. However, in 1998, it was shown that a large number of non-Hermitian
Hamiltonians can have entirely real spectra, when they have a combined symmetry of parity symmetry and time-
reversal symmetry, that is, PT symmetry [1]. Since this discovery, systems described by non-Hermitian PT symmetric
Hamiltonians have been studied enthusiastically, and for these systems, many peculiar phenomena, such as
unidirectional invisible transport [2, 3], selective single-mode lasings [4, 5], and so on [6–13], which do not appear in
Hermitian systems have been theoretically predicted to occur.

In Ref. [14] for the experiment of the quantum walk dynamics realized by coupled optical-fiber loops where effects
of gain and loss are highly tunable, the reality of (quasi-)eigenenergy and the unidirectional invisible transport
originating from PT symmetry have been demonstrated. The quantum walk, known as versatile platforms for quantum
computations and quantum simulations [15, 16], is described by time-evolution operators instead of Hamiltonians.
Therefore, in the above experiment, the time-evolution operator becomes non-unitary because of effects of gain and
loss. Recently, PT symmetry and the corresponding PT symmetry operator have been clarified from the non-unitary
time-evolution operator directly [17]. It is found that in order to retain PT symmetry, various parameters of the system
should satisfy strict conditions not only in space but also in time directions because of parity and time-reversal
symmetry, respectively. However, it is shown that PT symmetry is one of the sufficient conditions for non-Hermitian
Hamiltonians retaining real eigenenergy, and a more general anti-unitary symmetry could restrict eigenenergy of a
Hamiltonian to real [18, 19]. Thereby, there is a chance to observe phenomena peculiar to the system with PT

symmetry even in non-unitary quantum walks which do not satisfy the conditions obtained in Ref. [17]. Especially, if
the anti-unitary symmetry is defined as a local operator, unlike PT symmetry, reality of energy for the system with
gain and loss could survive even if spatially random disorder exists in the system.

In the present work, we study effects of spatial disorder for a non-unitary quantum walk which possesses PT

symmetry unless spatial disorder exists. We observe remarkable numerical results that the quasi-eigenenergy remains
real even introducing spatial disorder which spoils the condition to establish PT symmetry. We also consider a non-
unitary quantum walk which does not have parity symmetry but retain time-reversal symmetry. We numerically find for
this quantum walk that, while the quasi-eigenenergy for the homogeneous system is complex except a few points,
introducing spatial random disorder makes all of quasi-energy be real. This recovering of reality of quasi-eigenenergy
further stimulates work on non-unitary quantum walks.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we introduce two kinds of non-unitary quantum walks and explain
their symmetries. In Sect. 3, we report our numerical results in non-unitary quantum walks with spatial disorder that the
quasi-energy is entirely real in certain parameters, which cannot be predicted from the results in homogeneous non-
unitary quantum walks. In Sect. 4, we summarize the results obtained in this paper.
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2. Non-unitary Quantum Walks in Homogeneous Systems and Symmetries

In this section, we consider homogeneous non-unitary quantum walks and symmetries. At first, in Sect. 2.1, we
explain the relation between PT symmetry and reality of the quasi-energy. By generalizing this argument, we show
that an arbitrary anti-unitary symmetry could play the same role as PT symmetry. In Sect. 2.2, we define the time-
evolution operator adapted to the experimental setups [14]. Then, we list conditions and symmetry operators for parity,
time-reversal, and PT symmetries which were obtained in Ref. [17]. Taking the conditions into account, in Sect. 2.3,
we define two kinds of non-unitary quantum walks, PT symmetric quantum walks and quantum walks with time-
reversal symmetry, and we derive dispersion relations of these non-unitary quantum walks analytically.

2.1 PT Symmetry, Reality of the Quasi-energy for Non-unitary Time-evolution Operators, and General-
izations

In this section, we explain the relation between reality of the quasi-energy and PT symmetry for time-evolution
operators, and generalize the argument on PT symmetry to arbitrary anti-unitary symmetries.

First of all, we introduce quasi-energy "� which is defined from the eigenvalue � of the time-evolution operator;

Uj �i ¼ �j � i; � ¼ e�i"� ; ð2:1Þ

where j � i is the corresponding eigenvector. According to Ref. [17], parity, time-reversal, and PT symmetries for a
time-evolution operator U are defined as

PUP�1 ¼ U; ð2:2aÞ

TUT �1 ¼ U�1; ð2:2bÞ

ðPT ÞUðPT Þ�1 ¼ U�1; ð2:2cÞ

respectively. While the parity symmetry operator P is a unitary operator and it flips the sign of position, the time-
reversal symmetry operator T is an anti-unitary operator, containing the complex conjugation K, and it reverses the
direction of time. Thereby, the PT symmetry operator is also an anti-unitary operator. (Note that the time-evolution
operator U does not include complex conjugation K though it is non-unitary.)

If a time-evolution operator has PT symmetry [Eq. (2.2c)] and eigenvectors of the time-evolution operator are also
those of the PT symmetry operator, the quasi-energy "� is guaranteed to be real, that is, the absolute value of the
eigenvalue � equals to one; j�j ¼ 1. The latter condition is expressed by

PT j �i ¼ ei�j �i; ð2:3Þ

where � is a real number. However, as already discussed for non-Hermitian Hamiltonians [18], the above argument by
using the PT symmetry operator can be generalized to any anti-unitary symmetry operator A ¼ UK, where U is a
unitary operator. Therefore, the general condition on reality of quasi-eigenenergy of the non-unitary time-evolution
operator is summarized as

AUA�1 ¼ U�1; ð2:4aÞ
Aj � i ¼ ei�j � i: ð2:4bÞ

2.2 Definition of the Time-evolution Operator and Symmetries

We apply the above argument to the time-evolution operator of the one-dimensional (1D) two-step quantum walk
introduced in Ref. [17]. The time-evolution operator we consider here is written down as

U ¼ SGð�2ÞCð�2ÞSGð�1ÞCð�1Þ; ð2:5Þ

where elemental operators, i.e. the coin operators Cð�i¼1;2Þ, the shift operator S, and the gain/loss operators Gð�i¼1;2Þ,
are defined as

Cð�iÞ ¼
X
n

jnihnj � ~Cð�iÞ ¼
X
k

jkihkj � ~Cð�iÞ; ~Cð�iÞ ¼
cos �i i sin �i

i sin �i cos �i

� �
¼ ei�i�1 ; ð2:6Þ

S ¼
X
n

jn� 1ihnj 0

0 jnþ 1ihnj

� �
¼
X
k

jkihkj � ~SðkÞ; ~SðkÞ ¼
eþik 0

0 e�ik

 !
¼ eik�3 ; ð2:7Þ

Gð�iÞ ¼
X
n

jnihnj � ~Gð�iÞ ¼
X
k

jkihkj � ~Gð�iÞ; ~Gð�iÞ ¼
e�i 0

0 e��i

� �
¼ e�i�3 : ð2:8Þ

We use the basis of the walker’s 1D position space jni, momentum space jki, and internal states jLi ¼ ð1; 0ÞT ,
jRi ¼ ð0; 1ÞT where the superscript T denotes the transpose. The momentum representation can be obtained by applying
the Fourier transformation, and �i¼1;2;3 are the Pauli matrices:
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�1 ¼
0 1

1 0

� �
; �2 ¼

0 �i
i 0

� �
; �3 ¼

1 0

0 �1

� �
:

Note that, in the present work, we follow a rule that an operator with a tilde (~) on the top acts on space of internal states
of walkers. The gain/loss parameters �i take real values, and the gain/loss operators Gð�iÞ make the time-evolution
operator U non-unitary as long as �i 6¼ 0. The gain/loss operators Gð�iÞ amplify (attenuate) the wave function
amplitudes of left (right) mover components by factors e�i (e��i) when �i > 0.

Here, we briefly explain the argument on symmetries of the non-unitary quantum walk clarified in Ref. [17]. By
using Eqs. (2.5)–(2.8), the time-evolution operator in the momentum representation is written as

U ¼
X
k

jkihkj � ~UðkÞ; ~UðkÞ ¼ ~SðkÞ ~Gð�2Þ ~Cð�2Þ ~SðkÞ ~Gð�1Þ ~Cð�1Þ: ð2:9Þ

In order to make it clear to show symmetries which include inverse of the time-evolution operator in its symmetry
relation, we introduce a concept of symmetry time frames [20],

~U0ðkÞ ¼ ~Cð�1=2Þ ~SðkÞ ~Gð�2Þ ~Cð�2Þ ~Gð�1Þ ~SðkÞ ~Cð�1=2Þ; ð2:10Þ

which is obtained by the unitary transformation; ~U0ðkÞ ¼ ei
�1
2
�1 ~UðkÞe�i

�1
2
�1 [17]. Here, we use the commutative property

of ~SðkÞ and ~Gð�iÞ as they are described by exponentials of �3. Also, separating position or momentum space and space
of internal states, we write symmetry operators P, T , and PT as

P ¼
X
n

j�nihnj � ~P ¼
X
k

j�kihkj � ~P; ð2:11aÞ

T ¼
X
n

jnihnj � ~T ¼
X
k

j�kihkj � ~T ; ð2:11bÞ

PT ¼
X
n

j�nihnj � ~P ~T ¼
X
k

jkihkj � ~P ~T : ð2:11cÞ

Note that, symmetry operators in space of internal states, ~P, ~T , and ~P ~T , are independent of position n and momentum
k, and do not change the sign of n and k. From Eqs. (2.2) and (2.11), we understand that the time-evolution operator in
the momentum space needs to satisfy

~P ~U0ðkÞ ~P�1 ¼ ~U0ð�kÞ; ð2:12aÞ
~T ~U0ðkÞ ~T �1 ¼ ~U0�1ð�kÞ; ð2:12bÞ

ð ~P ~T Þ ~U0ðkÞð ~P ~T Þ�1 ¼ ~U0�1ðþkÞ; ð2:12cÞ

to have each symmetry. Here we assume that conditions to retain the above symmetries disassemble into those for each
elemental operator in Eqs. (2.6)–(2.8). By substituting Eq. (2.10) into Eq. (2.12b), for example, the left and right hand
sides of Eq. (2.12b) become

LHS ¼ ½ ~T ~Cð�1=2Þ ~T �1�½ ~T ~SðkÞ ~T �1�½ ~T ~Gð�2Þ ~T �1�½ ~T ~Cð�2Þ ~T �1�½ ~T ~Gð�1Þ ~T �1�½ ~T ~SðkÞ ~T �1�½ ~T ~Cð�1=2Þ ~T �1�;
RHS ¼ ½ ~C�1ð�1=2Þ�½ ~S�1ð�kÞ�½ ~G�1ð�1Þ�½ ~C�1ð�2Þ�½ ~G�1ð�2Þ�½ ~S�1ð�kÞ�½ ~C�1ð�1=2Þ�;

respectively. By comparing the above two equations, and taking account of relations ~C�1ð�Þ ¼ ~Cð��Þ, ~S�1ð�kÞ ¼
~SðþkÞ, and ~G�1ð�Þ ¼ ~Gð��Þ acquired from Eqs. (2.6)–(2.8), we can obtain sufficient conditions to retain time-reversal
symmetry for elemental operators (see Appendix A for more details). Iterating the same way for the other symmetries,
we obtain sufficient conditions for elemental operators ~Cð�iÞ, ~SðkÞ and ~Gð�iÞ to retain each symmetry:

~P ~Cð�iÞ ~P�1¼ ~Cðþ�iÞ ~P ~SðkÞ ~P�1¼ ~Sð�kÞ; ~P ~Gð�iÞ ~P�1¼ ~Gðþ�iÞ; ð2:13aÞ
~T ~Cð�iÞ ~T �1¼ ~Cð��iÞ; ~T ~SðkÞ ~T �1¼ ~SðþkÞ; ~T ~Gð�iÞ ~T �1¼ ~Gð��jÞ; ð2:13bÞ

ð ~P ~T Þ ~Cð�iÞð ~P ~T Þ�1¼ ~Cð��iÞ; ð ~P ~T Þ ~SðkÞð ~P ~T Þ�1¼ ~Sð�kÞ; ð ~P ~T Þ ~Gð�iÞð ~P ~T Þ�1¼ ~Gð��jÞ; ð2:13cÞ
where i; j ¼ 1; 2 and i 6¼ j. Note that the relations for the shift and gain/loss operators are determined up to sign, since
~SðkÞ and ~Gð�iÞ appear twice in the two-step quantum walk in Eq. (2.10). In the case �i ¼ 0 (the unitary quantum walk),
the time-evolution operator preserves parity symmetry, time-reversal symmetry, and PT symmetry, which is
confirmed by employing the following symmetry operators:

~P ¼ �1; ð2:14aÞ
~T ¼ �1K; ð2:14bÞ

~P ~T ¼ �0K; ð2:14cÞ
where �0 is a 2� 2 identity matrix.

2.3 Non-unitary Quantum Walk with PT Symmetry and One with Time-reversal Symmetry

Now, we focus on contributions of the gain/loss operators, which make the quantum walks non-unitary, by
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considering the symmetry relations for the gain/loss operators in Eq. (2.13).
From the symmetry relation for the gain/loss operators ~Gð�iÞ in Eq. (2.13c), we find that �1 ¼ ��2 should be

satisfied to retain PT symmetry. Therefore, the time-evolution operator for the 1D two-step quantum walk with PT

symmetry becomes

U1 ¼ SGðþ�ÞCð�2ÞSGð��ÞCð�1Þ; ð2:15Þ

where we assume � > 0 for simplicity. We note that the above choice of �1 ¼ ��2 does not satisfy the relations for the
gain/loss operators in Eqs. (2.13a) and (2.13b). Then, the time-evolution operator U1 preserves neither parity
symmetry nor time-reversal symmetry.

In addition to the PT symmetric non-unitary quantum walk, we consider the other time-evolution operator. Since, as
explained in Sect. 2.1, any anti-unitary symmetry operator may make the quasi-eigenenergy real, it is interesting to
consider the non-unitary quantum walk which has time-reversal symmetry defined by the anti-unitary operator
[Eq. (2.14b)] but no parity and PT symmetries. Taking account of Eq. (2.13b), therefore, �1 ¼ �2 should be satisfied to
retain time-reversal symmetry and we compose the non-unitary quantum walk with time-reversal symmetry

U2 ¼ SGðþ�ÞCð�2ÞSGðþ�ÞCð�1Þ: ð2:16Þ

In the two time-evolution operators, U1 and U2, effects of gain and loss are included in different ways. On one hand,
the time-evolution operator U1 attenuates (amplifies) wave function amplitudes of left (right) mover components by
factors e�� (e�) at the former half of the single time step, and vice verse at the latter half. On the other hand, the time-
evolution operator U2 keeps amplifying (attenuating) wave function amplitudes of left (right) mover components by
factors e� (e��).

The quasi-eigenenergy for both time-evolution operators in the homogeneous system is derived by substituting
elemental operators in the momentum representation in Eqs. (2.6)–(2.8) into Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16). The quasi-energy
"k for the time-evolution operator U1 becomes

cosð�"kÞ ¼ cos �1 cos �2 cos 2k � sin �1 sin �2 coshð2�Þ; ð2:17Þ

which is shown in Fig. 1 with certain parameters. We understand that when the absolute value of the right hand side in
Eq. (2.17) is smaller than or equal to one the quasi-energy "k remains real. Beyond a certain value of �, this condition is
broken and then part of quasi-energy becomes complex as shown in Fig. 1. In the case of the time-reversal symmetric
quantum walk U2, the quasi-energy becomes

cosð�"kÞ ¼ cos �1 cos �2 coshð2�Þ cos 2k � sin �1 sin �2 þ i cos �1 cos �2 sinhð2�Þ sin 2k: ð2:18Þ

In contrast to Eq. (2.17), there is the imaginary term in the right hand side of Eq. (2.18). Thereby, if the gain/loss
parameter � takes any finite value except at �1, �2 ¼ � �

2
, "k becomes complex, which is shown in Fig. 2. This indicates

Fig. 1. The quasi-energy "k and eigenvalue � ¼ e�i"k of U1 with two gain/loss parameters when �1 ¼ �=3 and �2 ¼ ��=12. The
left column shows the quasi-energy "k as a function of momentum k. The solid (dashed) curves represent the real (imaginary)
part of "k. The right column shows the eigenvalue � in the complex plane. The circle described by the dashed line represents the
unit circle. a) In the case e� ¼ 1:1, the imaginary part is always zero, and all eigenvalues are on the unit circle. b) In the case
e� ¼ 2:2, part of the quasi-energy becomes imaginary and eigenvalues are not on the unit circle.
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that the non-unitary quantum walk U2 does not satisfy the condition Eq. (2.4b) with A ¼ T . This seems to suggest that
the time-evolution operator U2 is unsuitable to study reality of quasi-energy of non-unitary quantum walks. However,
this is not the case, as we demonstrate below.

3. Non-unitary Quantum Walks with Spatially Random Coin Operators

Finally, we study effects of disorder on the time-evolution operators U1 and U2. In this work, we assume that
disorder comes only from spatial fluctuations of the angle � of the coin operator, thus, we modify the coin operator in
Eq. (2.6) by allowing the angle to depend on position,

Cð�iÞ ¼
X
n

jnihnj � ~C½�iðnÞ�; ~C½�iðnÞ� ¼
cos �iðnÞ i sin �iðnÞ
i sin �iðnÞ cos �iðnÞ

� �
: ð3:1Þ

At first, we confirm whether the random angle �iðnÞ affects symmetry of the time-evolution operators U1 and U2. By the
same way as we verified symmetries of the time-evolution operator in the homogeneous system, we derive symmetry
relations for the position dependent coin operator to establish PT symmetry and time-reversal symmetry as
ðPT ÞCð�iÞðPT Þ�1 ¼ Cð��iÞ and TCð�iÞT �1 ¼ Cð��iÞ, respectively, with the same symmetry operators in Eqs. (2.11)
and (2.14). Due to the parity symmetry operator, the condition for the angle �iðnÞ to retain PT symmetry is

�iðnÞ ¼ �ið�nÞ; ð3:2Þ

while the one to retain time-reversal symmetry is trivial ½�iðnÞ ¼ �iðnÞ� since the time-reversal symmetry operator T is
the local operator. This gives distinct consequences on symmetries of the time-evolution operators U1 and U2 if
disorder exists. In the case of U2, time-reversal symmetry of the time-evolution operator U2 is preserved even when
�iðnÞ is uncorrelated random angles in position space. However, in the case of U1, the uncorrelated random angle is
inconsistent with Eq. (3.2), and then PT symmetry is broken. Nevertheless, we consider effects of spatially disordered
�iðnÞ on both time-evolution operators U1 and U2. We treat the random �iðnÞ obeying the box distribution as follows;

�iðnÞ 2 ½ ��i � �=4; ��i þ �=4�; ð3:3Þ

where ��i is the mean value of the distributed �iðnÞ. Since there are two coin operators in the time-evolution operators U1

and U2, we consider four cases as listed in Table 1. We numerically calculate eigenvalues of the non-unitary quantum
walks U1 and U2 in the finite position space (120 nodes) by imposing periodic boundary conditions on both ends of the
system. Figure 3 shows eigenvalues of cases A–D for a single disorder realization at certain parameters. In case-A
where only �1 is random in U1 [Fig. 3(a)], all eigenvalues of U1 are on the unit circle in the complex plane (quasi-
eigenenergy is entirely real) even though the time-evolution operator U1 does not preserve PT symmetry. This
suggests that there should be more generalized PT symmetry for the time-evolution operator in case-A which we have

Fig. 2. The quasi-energy "k and eigenvalue � ¼ e�i"k of U2 with a) �1 ¼ �
3
, �2 ¼ � �

12
(the same with Fig. 1) and b) �1 ¼ �

4
, �2 ¼ �

20
.

For both cases, we fix e� ¼ 1:1. The left column shows the quasi-energy "k as a function of momentum k. The solid (dashed)
curves represent the real (imaginary) part of "k. The right column shows the eigenvalue � in the complex plane. The circle
described by the dashed line represents the unit circle. In both cases, almost all of quasi-eigenenergies (eigenvalues) are complex
(not on the unit circle).
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not yet identified. However, we remark that, in case-B [Fig. 3(b)] where both �1 and �2 are random, all eigenvalues
deviate from the unit circle. Therefore, the quasi-eigenenergy becomes entirely complex.

Contrary, in case-C [Fig. 3(c)] and case-D [Fig. 3(d)], the quasi-eigenenergy of U2 with spatially disordered coin
operators becomes entirely real. Recalling that almost all quasi-eigenenergy are complex when both �1 and �2 are
constant (see Fig. 2), this indicates recovering of reality of quasi-eigenenergy induced by random angles �. Moreover,
in case-C and case-D, we numerically confirm that all eigenvectors of U2 are those of time-reversal symmetry operator
T in Eqs. (2.11b) and (2.14b), that is, reality of the quasi-eigenenergy results from time-reversal symmetry, satisfying
Eq. (2.4b) with A ¼ T .

These remarkable results are confirmed in wide parameter regions. We show the presence or absence of complex
quasi-eigenenergy in all eigenstates [Fig. 4 (top)] and the ratio of the number of eigenstates with complex quasi-
eigenenergy to the number of all eigenstates [Fig. 4 (bottom)] for the cases A, C, and D for various values of ��1 and �2
(or ��2). The number of disorder realizations is 200 for each case. (Note that, since there is no eigenstate with real quasi-
eigenenergy in the case-B, there is no corresponding figure.) We clearly find that entirely real quasi-eigenenergy
remains in finite parameter regions for the cases A, C, and D. Note that, in the case C, although the angles ��1 and �2
chosen to calculate eigenvalues of a single disorder realization in Fig. 3(c) are in a white region in Fig. 4(b) (top), that
is, complex quasi-eigenenergies exist among 200 ensembles, the probability that the time-evolution operator U2 has
complex quasi-eigenenergy is very small [see Fig. 4(b) (bottom)]. Although these are numerical results for the finite
system with the finite number of ensembles, we believe that the ratio [Fig. 4 (bottom)] does not change drastically as
increasing the system size and number of disorder realizations.

Table 1. Four cases, A–D, of non-unitary quantum walks with spatially disordered angles of the coin operator studied in Sect. 3.
This table should be read, i.e. in case-A, the time-evolution operator U1 in Eq. (2.15) is assigned to contain the disordered �1 and
constant �2.

Case Time-evolution operator �1 �2

A U1 random constant

B U1 random random

C U2 random constant

D U2 random random

Fig. 3. The eigenvalues � ¼ e�i" of the time-evolution operators U1 and U2 in (a) case-A, (b) case-B, (c) case-C, and (d) case-D in
the complex plane. The mean values ��1 and ��2 (�2) are the same with �1 and �2 in the homogeneous cases written in captions in
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 b), and the gain/loss parameter is e� ¼ 1:1 [21]. The circle described by the dashed curve represents the unit
circle.
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4. Summary

We have considered the non-unitary quantum walks with spatially disordered coin operators and studied how their
quasi-energy is affected. To this end, we have introduced two kinds of non-unitary quantum walks; one has PT

symmetry and the other one has time-reversal symmetry as a possible choice of generalized PT symmetry. We have
shown that the non-unitary quantum walk with PT symmetry exhibits entirely real quasi-energy in a certain parameter
space for the homogeneous system. Remarkably, although the spatially disordered coin operator breaks PT symmetry,
the quasi-energy remains real even if one of the two coin operators in the time-evolution operator in Eq. (2.15) is
replaced with the disordered one. Furthermore, we have observed recovering of reality of quasi-energy of the time-
reversal symmetric non-unitary quantum walk in Eq. (2.16) induced by the spatially disordered coin operator(s). Since
there remain several open questions such as identifying the generalized PT symmetry for the time-evolution operator
U1 with the disordered coin operator and the reason why the time-evolution operator U2 recovers reality of quasi-
energy by introducing the disordered coin operator, the result in the present work stimulates one to investigate more
general symmetry or conditions for non-unitary quantum walks to retain real quasi-energy. Furthermore, since the non-
unitary quantum walk can be realized in experiment [14], the quantum walk would provide an intriguing arena to study
phenomena peculiar to non-unitary systems.
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A Details of the Derivation of Eq. (2.13b)

In Appendix A, we explain details of the deriviation of Eq. (2.13b). As written in the main text, the time-evolution
operator U0 and the time-reversal symmetry operator T are described as

U0 ¼
X
k

jkihkj � ~U0ðkÞ ðS1Þ

where

~U0ðkÞ ¼ ~Cð�1=2Þ ~SðkÞ ~Gð�2Þ ~Cð�2Þ ~Gð�1Þ ~SðkÞ ~Cð�1=2Þ; ðS2Þ

and

T ¼
X
k

j�kihkj � ~T ; ðS3Þ

respectively. Note that, ~T is independent of momentum k. Also, in order to retain time-reversal symmetry, the time-
evolution operator needs to satisfy

TU0T �1 ¼ U0�1: ðS4Þ

From Eqs. (S1) and (S3), we can understand that the left hand side (LHS) of Eq. (S4) becomes

TU0T �1 ¼
X
k

j�kih�kj � ~T ~U0ðkÞ ~T �1

¼
X
k

jkihkj � ~T ~U0ð�kÞ ~T �1: ðS5Þ

Since the right hand side (RHS) of Eq. (S4) is U0�1 ¼
X
k

jkihkj � ~U0�1ðkÞ, ~U0ðkÞ needs to satisfy

~T ~U0ðkÞ ~T �1 ¼ ~U0�1ð�kÞ: ðS6Þ

Substituting Eq. (S2) into Eq. (S6), the LHS and RHS of Eq. (S6) are possibly written as

LHS ¼ ½ ~T ~Cð�1=2Þ ~T �1�½ ~T ~SðkÞ ~T �1�½ ~T ~Gð�2Þ ~T �1�½ ~T ~Cð�2Þ ~T �1�½ ~T ~Gð�1Þ ~T �1�½ ~T ~SðkÞ ~T �1�½ ~T ~Cð�1=2Þ ~T �1�; ðS7Þ
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and

RHS ¼ ½ ~C�1ð�1=2Þ�½ ~S�1ð�kÞ�½ ~G�1ð�1Þ�½ ~C�1ð�2Þ�½ ~G�1ð�2Þ�½ ~S�1ð�kÞ�½ ~C�1ð�1=2Þ�
¼ ½ ~Cð��1=2Þ�½ ~SðþkÞ�½ ~Gð��1Þ�½ ~Cð��2Þ�½ ~Gð��2Þ�½ ~SðþkÞ�½ ~Cð��1=2Þ�; ðS8Þ

respectively. Then, comparing Eq. (S7) with Eq. (S8), we can obtain Eq. (2.13b) in the main text:

~T ~Cð�iÞ ~T �1 ¼ ~Cð��iÞ; ~T ~SðkÞ ~T �1 ¼ ~SðkÞ; ~T ~Gð�iÞ ~T �1 ¼ ~Gð��jÞ; ðS9Þ

where i 6¼ j, as sufficient conditions to satisfy Eq. (S4), that is, preserve time-reversal symmetry. Also, defining the
time-reversal symmetry operator

~T ¼ �1K ðS10Þ

as in the main text, we can concretely confirm

~T ~Cð�iÞ ~T �1 ~ ¼ ~Cð��iÞ ~ ; ~T ~SðkÞ ~T �1 ~ ¼ ~SðkÞ ~ ðS11Þ

for any vector in coin space ~ ¼ ð L;  RÞT in unitary case (�1 ¼ �2 ¼ 0).
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